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In this paper we study the multivalued evolution equation -n(r)o@(x(t)) + 
F(t, x(r)), x(0)=x,, where cp: X-+ R is a proper, convex, lower semicontinuous 
(I.s.c.) function, F( ., .) is a multivalued perturbation, and X is an infinite dimen- 
sional, separable Hilbert space. We have an existence result for F( ., .) being 
nonconvex valued, and another for F( ., ) being convex valued but not closed 
valued. When cp = 6, = indicator function of a compact, convex set K, we obtain 
some extensions of earlier results by Moreau and Henry. Then using the 
Kuratowski-Mosco convergence of sets and the r-convergence of functions, we 
prove a well posedness result for the evolution inclusion we are studying. Also we 
consider a random version of it and prove the existence of a random solution. 
Finally we present applications to problems in partial differential equations. 
0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [S] Brezis studied evolution equations of the form R(t) E -Ax(t) + 
f(t, x(t)), with -A being a maximal monotone, generally multivalued 
operator and f( ., . ) a single valued perturbation, Lipschitzean in x. Later 
Attouch-Damlamian [2] generalized the work of Brezis by replacing the 
single valued perturbation with a multivalued one, which had closed 
convex values and was upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.) in the state variable 
x. Their proof was based on a fixed point argument involvina the 
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Kakutani-KyFan fixed point theorem. Recently Cellina-Marchi [6] 
studied the same evolution inclusion, but with a nonconvex valued, 
Hausdorff continuous perturbation. Through a selection continuous from 
L’(X) into L’(X), they proved the existence of a strong solution, provided 
the underlying state space X is R”. Note that when A = 0, then we have a 
classical differential inclusion of the form a(t) E F(t, x(t)), studied by many 
authors in recent years. For a nice survey of the existing theory on such 
multivalued differential equations we refer to Aubin-Cellina [3]. When 
A = 8cp, the subdifferential of some proper, lower semicontinuous, convex 
function, we get an evolution inclusion that appears often in problems of 
optimal control theory (Cesari [7], Clarke [9], and Rockafellar [20]), 
mechanics (Moreau [ 14]), and mathematical economics (Cornet [lo] and 
Henry [ 121). 
In this paper, we start by extending the existence theorem of 
Cellina-Marchi [6] to infinite dimensional spaces, for the case -k = 8rp. 
We also have an existence result for the case where the set valued perturba- 
tion is convex valued but not necessarily closed valued. In Section 4 we 
prove a stability (well posedness result). In Section 5, we consider a 
random version of the original problem, but with a single valued perturba- 
tion, and we prove the existence of a random solution. Finally in Section 
6 we have two examples, one from control theory and the other from a 
class of partial differential inclusions that appear in mathematical physics 
in obstacle problems. 
In the next section we establish our notation and we recall some basic 
definitions and facts from nonsmooth analysis and measurable multi- 
functions. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let (0, C) be a measurable space and X a separable Banach space. 
Throughout this work we will be using the following notations: 
P,,,,(X) = {A E x: nonempty, closed, (convex)} 
PI,(X) = {A E X nonempty, compact, convex}. 
A multifunction F: Q + P,-(X) is said to be measurable if it satisfies one 
of the following equivalent conditions: 
(i) for every xeX, w-+d(x,F(;(o))=inf(llx-zll:zEF(o)} is 
measurable. 
(ii) there exist f,: IR + X, n 2 1, measurable functions s.t. for all 
OEQ 
F(o) = cl{ fn(o)}n Z 1 (Castaing’s representation). 
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When there is a complete, a-finite measure .D( .) on ,.T, then statements (i) 
and (ii) above are equivalent to 
(iii) GrF={(o,x)EQxXxEF(o)}ECxB(X), with B(X) being 
the Bore1 a-field of X (graph measurability). 
We denote by SP, the set of all selectors of F( .) that belong to 
the Lebesgue-Bochner space LP(Q, X) 1 5p 5 co, i.e., S$= {f~ LP(X): 
f(o) E F(w) I*-a.e.}. It is easy to check that this set is closed and nonempty 
if and only if inf{ IIxII: XE F(w)} belongs in L!+ . 
If Y, Z are Hausdorff topological spaces and G: Y -+ 2z\ {a} a multi- 
function, we say that G( -) is lower semicontinuous (1.s.c.) if and only if for 
all VSZ nonempty, open, G-(V)= {YE Y: G(y)n V#12/} is open in Y. 
Assume that Z is a normed space and let { G,( . ) },, , be a family of multi- 
functions from Y into 2”\(a). We say that this family is equi-h*-u.s.c. at 
y if and only if for every E > 0 there exists a neighborhood U of y s.t. 
~*(G,(Y’), G,(Y)) = supP(z> G,(Y)): ZEG,( y’)} <E for all r~l, y’~ U. We 
say that the family {G,(.)},., is equi-h*-u.s.c. if it is equi-h*-u.s.c. at every 
ye Y. 
On P,.(X) we can introduce a (generalized) metric, the well-known 
Hausdorff metric, by setting 
h(A, B)=max{sup(d(a, B): SEA), sup(d(b, A): bEB)} 
We know that since X is complete (being a Banach space), so is the 
metric space (P,(X), h). 
A function cp: X -+ i? = R u { + cc } is said to be proper, if it is not identi- 
cally + cc and for all x E X, -CC < p(x). By f,(X) we will denote the set 
of all proper, convex, 1s.~. functions from X into R. Also by acp(x) we will 
denote the subdifferential in the sense of convex analysis of cp( .) at x, i.e., 
&p(x) = {x* EX*: (x*, y-x) 5 cp( y) - q(x) for all y E X}, with X* being 
the topological dual of X and (., .) denoting the duality brackets for the 
dual pair (X, X*). It is clear that &p( .) is a multifunction with closed, 
convex, may be empty values from X into X*. Also by cp*: X* -+ R we will 
denote the convex conjugate of cp( .) (Young-Fenchel transform of cp( .)), 
i.e., ‘p*(x*)=sup {(x*, x)-q(x): XEX}. A map f:X-+ R is said to be 
inf-compact if for all 1 E R, the set L(l)(q) = {x E X: q(x) 5 A} is compact. 
If (Q, .E‘, p) is a a-finite measure space an integrand cp: Q x X+ R is said 
to be normal if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(a) CJT( ., .) is C x B(X)-measurable, 
(b) for all o E Q, cp(o, . ) is 1.s.c. 
In fact it is easy to show using the von Neumann projection theorem, 
that if C is p-complete, statements (a) and (b) above are equivalent to: 
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(a’) w  + epi q(w, .) = {(x, A.) E X E R: cp(w, x) s A} is graph 
measurable, 
(b) for every o E Q, epicp(o, .) is closed in Xx R. 
We will say that cp( ., .) is a convex, normal integrand, if it is normal and 
for every 0 E Q, ~(0, .) is convex. 
Let {An}nb i ~2~\{@}. We define the weak limit superior of {An}nB i 
by 
W-lEiA,={x~X:x=w-limx,,x,~A.,,kzl} 
and the strong limit inferior by 
s-limA.={xEX:x=s-limx,,x,eA.,nzl}. 
It is clear from the above definitions that we always have 
s-~A,GW-GA,. 
We say that the An’s converge to A in the Kuratowski-Mosco sense, 
denoted by A, +K--M A, if and only if 
s-b A, = A = w-iiii A,. 
Having this set convergence, we can now define a new mode of con- 
vergence for extended real valued functions. So let { f,,,f}, z, c i? be 
proper functions. We say that the fn’s r-converge to f, denoted by fn +Tf, 
if and only if epi f,, + '- M epif. In general t-convergence is not com- 
parable to pointwise convergence. These convergence notions were intro- 
duced by Mosco [ 151 and studied extensively by Salinetti-Wets [22,23]. 
3. EXISTENCE THEOREMS 
In this section we study the following perturbed evolution inclusion, 
driven by a maximal monotone multivalued operator of the subdifferential 
tYPe9 
1 
-i(f) E %+4f)) + 04 x(t)) 
x(0) = xg 1. 
(*I 
Here t E T = [0,6] is a nonempty, bounded closed interval in R + , X is a 
separable Hilbert space, cp E T,(X), and x0 E D(acp) = {x E X: acp(x) # @}. 
By a strong solution of (*) we mean an absolutely continuous function 
x: T+Xs.t. x(t)~D(ZJq)a.e and -i(t)~&p(x(t))+f(t) a.e wheref: T-+X 
is measurable and f (t) E F(t, x(t)) a.e. (a measurable selector of F( ., x( . ))). 
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Our first existence result is for nonconvex valued perturbations F( ., .) 
and can be viewed as an infinite dimensional generalization of the work of 
Cellina-Marchi [6]. It should be noted, however, that while the authors in 
[6] allow A to be any maximal monotone operator, here we require that 
-A = 8cp. It will be interesting, both from a theoretical and an applied 
viewpoint, to prove our theorem for a general maximal monotone operator 
-A as in [6]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Zf (1) cp @‘T,(X) is inf compact and F: T x X + P,.(X) is a 
multifunction s.t. 
(2) (t, x) + F(t, x) is measurable and IF(t, x)1 sa(t) + b(t) llxll a.e. 
with a( .), b( .) E L: and 
(3) for every t E T, x + F( t, x) is I.s.c., 
then there exists a strong solution of (*). 
Proof: Let z E D(@) and let u E acp(z). If we set e(x) = q(x) - q(z) - 
(u, x-z), then system (*) is equivalent to the inclusion, 
-i(t) E @(x(t)) + F(t, x(t)) + u. 
So there is no loss of generality in assuming that 
min{cp(x):xEX}=(P(z)=O 
=(z, O)EGrdq. 
First let us obtain an a priori bound for the solutions of (*). So let x( .) 
be a strong solution. By definition then there exists h E Sic ., XC .)) s.t. 
-i(t) E &+$x(t)) + h(t) a.e. 
x(0) = xg. 
From Lemma 3.1 (p. 64) of Brezis [S] we know that 
for every (x, y) E Gr 13cp. Take (x, y) = (z, 0). Then we have 
=j b(t)-4’S I/x,-zll*+2~~ IIh(s)ll lb(s)-4 ds. 
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Using Lemma AS, p. 157 of Brezis [5], we get that 
Since h E S$(., 5(. )), from our growth hypothesis on F( ., x( .)) we have 
Il&)ll 5 4s) +&I Ilx(sNl a.e. 
* Ilx(t) - zll5 llxo - zll + j; Cats) + b(s) Ilx(s)ll 1 ds 
* Ilx(t)ll 2 lb, --zll + llzll + j-i 4s) ds + 1; &I IIx(~)ll ds. 
Applying Gronwall’s inequality we get 
IIWII S Kexp llbll 1 = M 
where K= lIxO-zJI + lIzI\ + IJaIl,. 
Consider now the following multifunction: 
I 
F(t, x), if J/XII 5 M 
P(t, x)= 
if l\xll >M. 
It is clear from this definition that 41, x) = F(t, p,+,(x)), where p,+,( .) is 
the M-radial retraction for which we know that it is continuous. Hence we 
see that (t, x) + fi(r, x) is measurable and x + F(t, x) is 1.s.c. Furthermore 
note that 
IP(f,x)l Sa(t)+Mb(t)=y(t) a.e., Y(*) E L2V). 
Let B(y) = (heL’(T, X): Ilh(t)ll I y(t) a.e.}. Since L*(r, X) is a Hilbert 
space, B(y) is w-compact in L2( T, X) and by the Eberlein-Smulian theorem 
it is sequentially w-compact. For h( .) E B(y) consider the following evolu- 
tion equation: 
1 
-i(t)~&p(x(t))+h(t) a.e. 
x(0) = xg 1. 
(*)I 
From Theorem 3.6 (p. 72) of Brezis [S] we know that (*)’ has a unique 
strong solution, which we denote by x(h)(.). Let 
W={x(h)(.): strongsolution of (*)‘,~EB(~)}GC(T,X). 
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Then for any x( .) E W and t, t’ E T, t < t’, we have 
But from the estimates provided by Theorem 3.6 of Brezis [S], we know 
that 
[j; ,,-Wl12 ds]“*S Ilhll, + C~h)11’2 
5 Ilrll*+ Cdx0)1”*=w~ 
So finally we have 
Ilx(t’)-x(t)11 5M,(t’- tp2 
* W is equicontinuous. 
Furthermore, again from Theorem 3.6 of Brezis [S], we know that 
IMt)ll* + $ cp(-$t)) = (h(t), -I;(t)) a.e. 
-f 4+(t)) 2 (4th i(t)) a.65 
* W(t)) 5 dxo) + j; (&I, 4s)) ds 
5 cph) + ll~ll2 Ilfll2 s dx,) + IIYll2MI = M2 
* cp(x(t)) 5 M,, for all t E T and all x( . ) E W. 
Recall that since cp inf-compact, then L(M,)(q) = {x E X: (p(x) 5 M,} is 
compact. So W(t) = cl { x( t): x( . ) E W} is compact for all t E T. Invoking the 
Arzela-Ascoli theorem, we deduce that W is relatively compact in C( T, X). 
We claim that W is closed too. So let x, + x in C( T, X). Then we have 
-.);-,(t)EacP(x,(t))+h,(t) a.e. 
x,(O) = x0 
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for some h,eB(y). By passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may 
assume that h, + W h E B(y). Let a( .) be the solution of (*)’ corresponding 
to h( .). So -12( .) E W and using the monotonicity of the subdifferential we 
get 
(-i,&)+k(t), -x,(t)+.f(t))S(h,(t)-h(t), -x,(t)+?(t)) 
- t b,(t) -ill’ 5 j; (h,(s) -h(s), -x,(s) + x(s)) ds 
+ ; (h,(s) -h(s), -x(s) + i(s)) ds. 
i 
Since h, + “h in L*(X) and x, + x in C( T, X), we have 
s 
’ (h,(s) - h(s), -x,(s) + x(s)) ds + 0 
0 
and 
s 
’ (h,(s) - h(s), -x(s) + i(s)) ds + 0. 
0 
Therefore [lx,,(t) - a(t)ll* + 0 =P x = f * W is closed, hence compact in 
C( T, X) + I$‘= cOnv W is compact in C( T, X). 
Next consider the multifunction R: @+ P,(L*(X)) defined by 
R(Y) = S&y,.,, . 
Using Theorem 4.1 of [ 161 and the fact that p(& .) is I.s.c., we have that 
R( .) is 1.s.c. Applying the selection theorem of Fryszkowski [ 1 l] we get 
r: F@‘+ L*( T, X) continuous s.t. r(y) E R(y) for all y E W. Then consider Eq. 
(*)’ with h = r(y). This has a unique strong solution x(y)( . ). Consider that 
map p: @I-, I@ defined by y +x( y)( .). Our claim is that p( .) is con- 
tinuous. So let y, -P y in I$‘. Then let x, = x( y,). Since {“x.}” B r E I@ and f@ 
is compact in C( T, X), we may assume that x, +x E W. Also let ?? = x(y). 
Then with the same reasoning as before we get that x = .2 and deduce that 
p( .) is continuous. Apply Schauder’s fixed point theorem to get X E f@ s.t. 
X =p(X). Then 
-k(t) E &p(Z(t)) + r(Z)(t) a.e. 
X(0) =x0, 
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where r(X) E S&.. ti(.,j. Using once more the estimates of Brezis [S], we will 
have 
5 II+- z/I + j’ C+) + b(s) llf(~)lll ds 
0 
* Il3f)ll r5 M 
*f(t,x(t))=F(t,x(t)) 
a%(.) is the desired strong solution of (*). 
Q.E.D. 
We have also an existence result, in which the perturbation is convex but 
not necessarily closed valued. 
THEOREM 3.2. Zf (1) cp E Z,(X) is inf-compact and F: T x X + 2X\ { fa } is 
a multifunction s.t. 
(2) (t, x) + F(t, x) is graph measurable, with (F(t, x)1 5 a(t)+ 
b(t) llxll a.e. for a( .), b( .)E L:, 
(3) for every (t, x) E T x X, F(t, x) is convex and has nonempty 
interior, and 
(4) for every t E T, x + F(t, x) is h-continuous, 
then (*) admits a strong solution. 
ProoJ: As in Theorem 5 of [ 171, we can find f: TX X-P X Caratheo- 
dory (i.e., measurable in t, continuous in x) s.t. f (t, x) E F(t,x) for all 
(t, x) E TX X. Then consider the evolution equation: 
-~(t)~~q(x(t))+f(t,x(t)) a.e. 
x(0)=x0. 
Now apply Theorem 3.1 to get a strong solution for this equation, which 
is also a solution for (*). Q.E.D. 
When KEPJX) and ~=~,EZ~(X) (S,(x)=0 if XEK and 
6,(x) = +cc if x4 K), then system (*) takes the form: 
-i(t)~%,(x(t)) + F(t,x(t)) 
x(0) =x0. 
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Recall that as, = NK = the normal cone to K (see Clarke [9]). So the 
above evolution inclusion takes the form: 
I 
-i(t) 6 N&(t)) + F(t, x(t)) 
x(0) = x0 1. (**) 
Such evolution equations appear naturally in various applications like 
mechanics (see Moreau [ 14]), mathematical economics (see Henry [ 121, 
Cornet [lo]), and systems theory (see Aubin-Cellina [3], where the 
name “differential variational inequalities” was given to such evolution 
equations). 
As special cases of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 we get the following generaliza- 
tions of the previously mentioned works. 
THEOREM 3.3. If (p=6, as above and F1TxX+2~\{52(} is as in 
Theorem 3.1 or as in Theorem 3.2, then (**) admits a strong solution. 
4. A STABILITY RESULT 
In this section we prove a stability (well posedness) result for the evolu- 
tion inclusion considered in this work. 
So consider the sequence of problems, 
-&t(t) E &LJ,(t)) + Fn(t, x,(t)) 
x,(O) = x0 
> (*)” 
and let (*) be the limit problem. 
Recall (see Wets [25]) that the sequence of proper functions 
{fn},, b 1 E Rx is said to be uniformly inf-compact if for every 1 E R there 
exists n(J) s.t. for n 2 n(A) the lower level sets L(n)(f,), n 11, are inside a 
compact set C. 
THEOREM 4.1. rf (1) (%fnh~zrO(X), cp,,+‘rp, {(P~,(P)~~~ is 
uniformly inf-compact, for all x( .)EL.*(X) cp(x( .)) is integrable and there 
exist k ko, pL, pool: and {G(-)>~~ ,, {~n*(-)}~, 1 EL’(X) 3.t. Ilx,(t)ll S 
k(t), cp,(x,(t)) 5 b(t), Ilx,*(t)ll 5 p(t), cp*(x,*(t)) 5 PO(t) a.e.; 
(2) F,,, F: TX X+ P/,(X) are mult@nctions s.t. 
(i) for every x E X, t + F,(t,x), F(t,x) are measurable; 
(ii) for every JET, (F,(t,.)}“,, is equi-h*-u.s.c. and GrF,,(t,.) 
-+K-MGrF(t,.) p-a.e.; 
(iii) for all nz 1, jF,(t,x)l sa(t)+b(t)llxll a.e. with c((.)EL:; and 
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(3) x; +s x0 and sup{ cp,(x;;): n 2 1 } < 00; 
then every sequence of solutions {x,},, L , of the problems (*),, has a sub- 
sequence, converging in C( T, X) to a solution x( .) of the limit problem (*). 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we may assume that there 
exist z, E X s.t. 0 = cp(z,) = inf{cp,( y): y E X}. Since by Hypothesis (l), 
{cp,}, L I is uniformly inf-compact, we have that {z~}~ L 1 lies in a compact 
subset of X. So K = sup, t, ll~O-~,II+~~~,LIII~nll+ll~ll~~~.~~~~= 
K ewllbll17 y(t)=dt)+%tL MI = IIYII~+~~P,,, CV,CG)I”~< 00, and 
M, = supn z r cp,(xE) + llyll z Mr. Consider the set - 
W={y~C(T,H):y(t)=v~+j~h(s)ds,t~T,v~~X, 
0 
llvo II G SUP 114 II II21 
Let y E W, t, t’ E T with t < t’. We have 
* W is equicontinuous. 
Also, because of the uniform inf-compactness of the sequence { cp,,}, L , , 
we have that Unt r L(M,)((p,) is compact. So for all t E T, {q(t): YE W} is 
compact in X. Furthermore it is easy to see that W is closed. So from the 
Arzela-Ascoli theorem we conclude that W is compact in C( T, X). 
Let bnLt I be a sequence of solutions of the problems (*)“, n 2 1. 
Clearly {x, }, B , E W and so by passing to a subsequence if necessary, we 
may assume that x, --, x in C( T, X). Also we have 
-i,(t) l i%p,(x,( t)) + h,(t) a.e. 
X”(0) = x;f 
with h,ES&.,,(.)). Note then that (h n n 2 , c B(y) and the latter is sequen- } 
tially w-compact. So by passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may 
assume that h, + w  h E B(y). From Theorem 3.1 of [ 161 we have 
- 
h(t)EE%iVw-llm{h,(t)},t 1. 
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Also, from Proposition 2.1 of [ 181, we have 
Fn(c x,(t)) - K-M F(t, x(t)) a.e. 
*h(t)~convF(t,x(t))=F(;(t,x(t)) a.e. 
=~~~f-(.,,(.))~ 
Furthermore note that 1(i,,11 2I M, and because of the sequential w-com- 
pactness in L*(X) of the ball centered at the origin with radius Mz, we may 
assume that R, -+W z in L*(X). It is easy to see that z = f. 
Recall that for all n 2 1 
-a,(t)-h,(t)~a(p,(x,(t)) a.e. 
Using theorem 22(c) of Rockafellar [19] we get 
( - 1, - kl)(. 1 E q&l)~ 
where ZJz) = j’g cp,(z(t)) dt. So (x,, --in-h,,) E Gr al,“. Because of 
Hypothesis (1) and applying Theorem 3.1 of Salvadori [21] we have that 
Z ‘Pn +? I,. So from Attouch [ 1 ] we have Gr al,” + K- M Gr 8Z, in 
L*(X) x L*(X). Hence in the limit we get 
(x, -i-Zr)EGr 8Z,. 
Once again Theorem 22(c) of Rockafellar [19] tells us that 
-i(t)~~~(x(t))+h(t) a.e. 
x(0)=x, 
with h E S&., ,...)) *x( .) solves (*). Q.E.D. 
5. A RANDOM EVOLUTION INCLUSION 
In this section we consider a random version of Eq. (*). However, we 
will assume that the perturbation is single valued. It will be interesting to 
have the random existence result for multivalued perturbations. 
So let (Sz, C, p) be a complete probability space. The random evolution 
inclusion under consideration is the following: 
-$m t) E %(~, x(w t)) + F(o, t, XC@, t)) 
x(0,0) = x0(0) 
(***) 
505/76/2-4 
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By a random solution of (***), we understand a stochastic process x: 
52 x T -+ X with absolutely continuous paths s.t. for every o E Q, x(0, .) is 
a strong solution of the corresponding deterministic problem. 
THEOREM 5.1. If ( 1) q: Q x X --) i? is a normal integrand which is inf- 
compact in x and D(w) = D(&p(o, .)) has a measurable selector; 
(2) f: 52 x TX X+ X is a function s.t. 
(i) for all x E X, (w, t) -+f (0, t, x) is measurable, 
(ii) for all (w, t) E 52 x T, x -+f(o, t, x) is continuous, 
(iii) Ilf(o, t, x)/i 5 a(~, t) + b(o, t)jixll a.e. for all o EQ, ith c1( ., .), 
b( ., -) measurable and ~$0, .), b(o, .) E L: ; and 
(3) x,,( . ) is measurable; 
then (* * *) admits a random solution. 
Proof Let z( .) be a measurable selector of D( .). Then we have 
QJ -+ HoI = Il.%(~)- 4w)ll + IlZ(~)ll + II403 .)II 1 
is measurable and so o -+ M(o) = K(o) expllb(o, .)[I, is measurable. 
Set y(w, t) = a(w, t) + M(o) b(w, t). Then y( ., .) is jointly measurable 
and for all o E Q, y(o, -) E L$ . Consider the following set: 
B(y)(w) = {h E L*(X): Ilh(y)II 5 y(w, t) a.e.}. 
We claim that o + B(y)(w) is measurable. Consider #: Q x L’(X) + R, 
defined by $(o, h) = fi d(h(t), E(0, y(o, t))) dt. Clearly o + $(o, h) is 
measurable and h --+ $(a, h) is continuous. Thus $( ., .) is jointly 
measurable. Note that 
Gr B(y)( .) = { (0, h) E 52 x L*(X): &co, h) = O> EC x B(L’(X)) 
* w  + B(y)(o) is measurable. 
For each h E B(y)(w), let x(h)(w, .) be the unique solution of the evolu- 
tion equation: 
--W)(a t) E acp(w, x(h)(w t)) + h(t) 
x(0) = x(j(w). 
Let p: (0, h) + x(h)(w, .). From Lemma 3.1 of Brezis [S] we know that 
p(o, . ) is continuous from L*(X) into C( T, X). Set W(w) = {x(h) E C( T, A’): 
hEB(y)(o)j. 
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From the proof of Theorem 3.1 we know that for every o E Q, 
W(w) E Pk( C( 7’, X)). Also note that 
Wo) =P(w B(y)(w)). 
For given o E 52 and y E C( T, X) consider the evolution equation: 
-4t) E Mm x(t)) +f(o, 2, y(t)) 
x(0) = XJU). 
From Theorem 3.6 of Brezis [S] we know that it has a unique strong 
solution. Let q: Q x C(T, X) + C(T, X) be the map that to each 
(0, y) E Q x C( T, X) assigns the unique strong solution of the above evolu- 
tion equation. From Lemma 3.1 of Brezis [S] and the continuity of 
flw, t, e) we have that for every o E Sz, y + q(o, y) is continuous. We also 
claim that for every y E C( T, X), w  -P q(w, y) is measurable. To show this 
we proceed as follows. Consider the function k: 52 x Xx X + R defined by 
k(o, x, x*) = cp(w, x) + cp*(o, x*) - (x*, x). 
Clearly this is jointly measurable. Also exploiting the definition of the 
conjugate function (see Rockafellar [ 191) for L(w) = Gr(@(o, .)) we have 
GrL={(o,x,x*)EQxXxX:k(o,x,x*)=O} 
~G~LECXB(XXX)=CXB(X)XB(X). 
Theorem 5.10 of Wagner [24] tells us that there exist measurable 
z,:Q+Xand v,:Q+X, nzl, s.t. 
Cl~kW~ V”W,L, 1= L(o), UEQ. 
Fornll,letr,:QxTxC(T,X)+R+ bedefinedby 
r,(o, t, xl = j; (t-t 0, s, Y(S)) -v,(m), 4s) -z,(w)) ds + 4 II-G(~) 
-~,~~~l12-~lI~~~~--Z,~~~l12. 
Clearly, from the above definition w  --) ~,,(a, t, x) is measurable, while 
(t, x) + r,(w, t, x) is continuous. Hence (0, t, x) + ~,,(a, t, x) is measurable. 
Thus if {fmh t 1 is dense in T, then i,,(~, x) = sup, b 1 r,,(c), t,, x) is jointly 
measurable. Now recall that since q(o, . ) is a strong. solution, it is 
automatically an integral solution (see Brezis [S] ) and so we have 
GM-d= (7 U u, x) E Sz x C( T, X): in(w, x) = 0} E Z x B( C( T, X)) 
nBI 
+ o + q(o, JJ) is measurable. 
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Similarly o-p(o,y) is measurable and so o--r W(o)=p(o, B(y)(o) is 
measurable, =z- I@(w) = conv W(w) is measurable too. 
Next observe that for every w  E Sz, q(o, . ): @l(o) + l@(o). Applying 
Schauder’s fixed point theorem, we get XE IV(U) s.t. x = q(w, x). Set 
S(0) = {x E bP(u): q(0, x) = x} *GrS={(w,x)EQxC(T,X):q(o,x)- 
x = 0} n Gr @‘E Z x B(C( T, X)). Apply Aumann’s selection theorem (see 
Wagner [24]) to get s:1;2 -+ C( T, X) measurable s.t. s(o) E S(o) for all 
w  E 52. Then x(0, t) = s(w)(t) is the desired random solution of (***), 
Q.E.D. 
5. EXAMPLES 
In this section we briefly present two examples from partial differential 
inclusions that illustrate the applicability of our results. 
First consider the following controlled, nonlinear, diffusion inclusion. Let 
0 be an open bounded set in R” with sulliciently smooth boundary r. Then 
-k(t, z) 
at + MC z) 3 W-$6 z)) +f(t, z, x(t, z)) u(t, z) 
x(0, z) =x0(z) on {O}xsZ **** 
x(&z)=0 on TxT 
( ) 
46 .I E U(t) E LJL2(fm. 
Assume that f: T x D x R + R is measurable in t, continuous in (z, x), 
and Jf(t,z, x)1 ga(t)+b(t)jxj a.e. for all 2~0 with a(.), MEL?+. Also, 
k:R + R, u { + co } is proper, convex, and 1.s.c. with i?k(O) # 0. 
Define 
1 c, WI2 dz +s, W(z)) dz, for x E HA(O), k(x( .)) EL’(Q) 
v(x) = 
+a, otherwise. 
From Barbu [4] (p. 203), we know that 
&p(x) = {II E L’(Q): u(z) E -Ax(z) + c?k(x(z)) a.e. on 52) 
and 
D(@) = {x E HA(Q) n H*(a): x(z) E dom(ak(.)) a.e. on 52). 
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Note that 
c x~L~(.Cl)::j-~ ,Vx,‘dz<i.). 
1 
Now using PoincarC’s inequality, we get that the last set is bounded in 
H;(B). Recalling that the embedding of Z-IA(Q) in L2(Q) is compact 
(Rellich’s theorem), we conclude that cp( .) defined above is inf-compact. 
Let U: T-t Pr(L2(Q)) be a measurable multifunction s.t. t + 1 U(t)1 = 
SUP{Il42~ UE W) is an L!+ function. Also assume that U( .) has values 
that are bounded sets. So for all t E T, U(t) E P,,(L2(Q)). 
Let j TX L2(Q) x L2(f2) + L2(sZ) be defined by 
P(t, x, u)(z) =f(t, z, x(z)) u(z). 
Using the dominated convergence theorem we can check that for every 
tE T (xv 4-h x, u) is continuous, while it is easy to see that for 
every (x, u) E L2(Q) x L2(Q), t + f(t, x, u) is measurable. Then define 
F: T x L2(Q) + 2L2(o)\ { 0} by 
F(t, x) =3(t, x, U(t)). 
Because of the linearity of f(t, x, . ), we see that F(t, x) E P,JL’(X)) for 
all (t, x) E TX L2(Q). Recalling that 3( ., ., .), being measurable in t and 
continuous in (x, u), is jointly measurable, it is easy to see that (t, x) -+ 
F(t, x) is a measurable multifunction. Also let k’/r L’(Q) be open. Then if 
yEF(t)- (V)= {x~L~(Q):F(t,x)n V#Qr}, we have F(t, y)n V#@* 
f(t, y, u) E V for some u E U(t). But since x +f(t, x, u) is continuous, there 
exists E > 0 s.t. for all y’ E B(y, E) = {z E L2(Q): llz - ~11~ -cc} we have 
f(t, y’, U)E V*F(t, y’)n V#@=Z-x-+F(t,x)isl.s.c. 
Also note that IF(t, x)1 <&(t)+b(t) llxl12 a.e. with oi(.), &.)E L:. 
Now system (****) can be described by the following multivalued evolu- 
tion equation: 
{ 
-i(t) E Wx(t)) + F(t, x(t)) **** ’ 
x(0) = xg 1. 
( 1 
On ( ** **)’ we can apply the results of this paper and deduce that there 
exists a solution x E C( T, L2(Q) = A’) s.t. &(dx/dt) E L2(X). Furthermore 
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the trajectories of ( ****)’ form a compact set in C( T, X) while u + x(u)( .) 
is continuous from L2(Q) = X into C( T, H). Having those results we can 
solve various optimal control problems concerning system (****). 
Similarly we can analyze the following partial differential inclusions that 
appear in obstacle problems (see Chang [S]), 
w, 4 - at + AX(Z,Z) E akw 4) + ho, Z, x(2,4), r,(t, Z, x0,4)1 
x(0, z) = x0(z) E L2(Q) ***** ( 1 
x(t, z)l.=O. 
If i,: TX L2(Q) + L*(Q) is defined by il(t, x)(z) = r,(t, z, x(t, z)) and is 
jointly measurable and U.S.C. in z, while i2(t, x)( .) is jointly measurable and 
1.s.c. in x (for conditions ensuring these see for example Martin [ 13]), then 
F: TX L*(O) + P,,,(L*(Q)) defined by 
F(t, xl = CfI(C xl, f*(t, x)1, 
where [-, .] denotes the order interval in the Banach lattice L’(Q), is 
jointly measurable and 1.s.c. in x. 
Rewrite system ( * * * * * ) as the abstract evolution equation 
1 
-a(t) E %W~)) + F(t, x(t)) ***** ’ 
x(0) =x0 1 
( ) 
with cp( -) and D(LJcp) as in the first example. Again the results of this paper 
apply on (*****)I. 
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